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By David Talamantes

iUniverse. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 176 pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 5.8in. x
0.7in.David Talamantes reveals, in this powerful and compelling story, the devastation that occurs
when personal demons collide with the allure of glamour, sex, and status. This story provides hope
to any addict-gay or straight-that it is possible to break the stronghold of an addiction and lead a
rich, loving, drug-free life. -Michael Raitt MA, LMHC, Therapist, Seattle, WA (www. michaelraitt.
com)In 2002, David Talamantes was in a floundering relationship with his long-time partner and
was overwhelmed by the sense that life was passing him by. Longing for happiness, both men
agreed to date others, but it was a decision that nearly cost David his life. When David met Seth in
an online chat room, he thought hed met the man of his dreams. Falling madly in love, Davids life
transformed overnight. Inducted into Seths bewitching life of circuit parties, club drugs, and sex, he
unknowingly stumbled into the web of a nefarious underworld of drug dealers and criminals who
held mysterious secrets. In Live to Tell, David reveals his existential battle for his life, trying to evade
and uncover an invisible network of esotericism while battling drug...
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ReviewsReviews

A very wonderful book with lucid and perfect answers. It is probably the most incredible book i have study. Its been designed in an exceptionally simple way
and is particularly just after i finished reading through this publication by which in fact transformed me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- Ma cey Schneider-- Ma cey Schneider

A really amazing ebook with lucid and perfect answers. It is really simplistic but excitement in the 50 % in the publication. I am just happy to explain how
this is actually the best pdf i actually have study during my individual daily life and may be he greatest ebook for possibly.
-- Toney B og a n-- Toney B og a n
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